
Reducing fires caused by smoking 
 
Smoking-related fires can start in the most surprising ways. It’s not just residents falling 
asleep with a lit cigarette. Smoking fires can start indoors and outdoors and can happen by 
accident or as the result of carelessness. Let’s take a look at a few examples and see if any 
of these are risks at your apartment building. 
 

 

1. Tossing a butt off the balcony or out the car window: While many smokers are careful to 
extinguish cigarettes completely, it is not uncommon for apartment residents to toss a lit or uncrushed 
butt somewhere other than in an ashtray. If the lit portion of a cigarette or cigar lands on dry grass, 
on mulch, in a trash can, or on some other combustible material, a fire can begin unseen and build 
until it has done substantial damage. 
  
2. Access to lighters and matches: In smoking households, it is typical for matches and lighters to 
be readily available. Though parents may instruct children not to mess with these items, serious 
damage and injury often occur when over-confident or disobedient children light small fires then lose 
control of them. 
  
3. Setting and forgetting: You can imagine this scenario: a smoker’s phone rings and they set their 
cigarette down—maybe even in an ashtray. The call distracts them for an extended period or requires 
immediate action that causes them to forget that cigarette. As the cigarette burns down, it falls out of 
the ashtray or rolls out of its other safe place—maybe a dog or cat’s tail brushes it onto flammable 
materials. If it falls on a carpet or furniture, it could do a lot of smoke and fire damage before being 
discovered. 
  
4. Using faulty ashtrays: Some smokers use holders for their cigarettes that are not deep enough to 
contain butts or that are not made of proper material for containing lit items. Instead of protecting 
against cigarette fires, they actually contribute to fire danger. 
  
Even when a full-fledged fire is not the result, ugly damage to carpets, countertops, draperies and 
flooring can result from the careless use of cigarettes. That includes melting, burns, stains and 
discoloration. 
  
Creating smoke-free complexes is the best way to eliminate these problems. If you don’t want to 
make your entire complex smoke-free, you can still prohibit smoking inside your buildings and opt for 
a designated smoking area at least 20 feet from your buildings and common areas. Establishing 
designated outdoor areas that are free of flammable materials and contain appropriate waste 
receptacles at least moves smoking out of your residential units and reduces the chance of expensive 
damage to your multifamily living spaces. It might even prevent a devastating fire that starts on a 
balcony and travels up the outside of the building destroying everything in its path. 
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